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I think the global context is key to all the aspects/points that follow in the report.. so it seems 

to me that the present situation especially as it is being manifested in the US and global 

north-- something that is creating a new world order de facto..not only in economics, but also 

in socio-political-cultural and planetary spaces- AND THE ARMS RACE -- which ARE 

AND will be directly impacting for decades to come thus directly impacting  and defining the 

economic and financial spaces..thus the repercusions in the rest of the world.. We must see 

the trends -- we have a 2030 agenda adn 2036 agenda for implementation in the 

territories..There is a pressing for presence of private enterprise.. so, it might be good to take 

into account the analysis and plans of the WEF and its various summits both thematic and at 

regional levels.. In the case of the G20.. its positions have been changing especially in light of 

the present trends in the north and on famine.. so  its analysis adn position on agriculture can 

give us input on this regard.. the issue of the demographic transition must be part of the 

analysis as it impacts on needs and numbers..   

 

The UN has clearly stated that the lack of real effective participation of an informed civil 

society did not permit to achivet the MDGs, and same was the problematic consumption and 

compsumption patters of the north.. i see the importance of lifting this up.. as this is part of 

the national as well as systmeci issues, and also about the mobilization of internatresources -- 

the people  and their ancestral practices and knowledge.. in science and tech..  

 

It seems to me that we could underline the fact that an intentional  timely 

informed/organized  civil society participation is a must fro real lasting solutions not only at 

the local and national, regional, but also global levels.. i think that a major part of the 

solutions is also to have all countries wokr on keeping under 1.5and develop plans from local 

to national, regional to global on what it means adn how to implement the transformative Just 

transition, so we are not merely going through a mere transition.. which has been going on, 

and is going on in our watch. 
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